Company: Cognizant Technology Solutions

Location: Las Vegas

Type: Fulltime / Contractor

Send Resume & Cover Letter to: prashant.gutala@cognizant.com, M: 614-715-3101

Salary: Open

Job Description

· Must Have Skills: Technical/ Engineering degree in computer science or related field
· Strong design skills and experience using common design patterns
· Strong knowledge of SDLC/ development practices
· Direct hands on experience developing commercial middle tier platforms that support client-facing, web based business applications
· 5+ years of deep experience with core JAVA server-side development and associated technologies in a Linux environment
· 5+ years in the role of software engineer
· Experience contributing within small teams of resources to deliver products as part of Engineering or solutions as part of IT or Professional Services
· Proven track record of co-relating (across and within) high level problem statements to detailed design components
· Minimum 2-3 years demonstrable experience with the following
  a. SOA principles
  b. Multi-agent design
  c. Collaborative messaging
  d. Event driven architecture
  e. Concurrent systems, and server thread models
· Outstanding technical and non-technical communication skills
· Ability to understand and abstract complex systems from technical descriptions
· A strong high-level knowledge of common web platform architectures
· Experience with High Availability platforms and modern in-memory architectures very beneficial
· Experience with issues of scale and performance
· Java Programmer/Developer certification is a plus